
Self Tutorial by Jamie Solorio



To begin I shared notes with my creative team for this shoot via Evernote, since I find 
Evernote to be a good place to save all my photography notes.  This way everyone is on the 
same page as I am for the shoot concept/etc.  People included were my model, stylist, hair 
and makeup artist.  Below are a few inspiration images for the shoot for my team.

The night before the shoot I tried to play with the light and found that it took about 35 mins to 
figure out the balance of light I was looking for in the image I wanted to create.  This actually 
took longer than I had expected it to, but learned a lot as I played.  I had decided I wanted to 
use the big strobes (beauty dish and strip bank) to freeze the model's face and then rim light 
her nicely so she would stand out from the projection image on the back wall of studio.  My 
light set up is diagramed below. I angled the beauty dish above my test mannequin head so 
the beauty dish was angled down to give a bit of a loop light to nose and nice catch light in the
eyes of my subject.  Important to have model face turned slightly up towards the light to have 
light fall in a beautiful way on subject face.  I then powered the Beauty Dish at 6.0 to freeze 
model during the 6 second exposure.  Behind model, used the Stripbank at 5.4 to give a little 
more depth to the image.  Using the powerful strobes with the 6 second long exposure is 
necessary to freeze all movement.  If I had not used these powerful strobes, the model would 
of blurred as she would have to move slightly during a 6 second exposure.  My camera 
settings were ISO 100 f/16 6.0 second exposure using my Nikon D4 with 35mm 1.8 Nikkor 
lens.

I wanted to make sure the models eyes were in focus along with the jewelry from Dark Pony 
Design, my goal during my preplanning was to shoot at f/4.0 or higher to achieve this goal 
and found that I could push all the way to f/16 to get most everything in focus, which allowed 
me to have the nice slow shutter I was looking for blur and burning in the models face twice.
 Shooting at f/16 ended up being super helpful since I had my camera on a tripod and if model
did move a little, I didn't need to worry about focusing for each movement since I had set at 
f/16.  One of the perks to shooting at f/16!

Concept came as I was playing around trying to get interesting blur as I was testing the light 
the night before.  The concept was to have the model frozen by beauty dish center frame of 
image, and then burning in the models face on either side of the frozen main image.  To do 
this I found I needed more ambient light then what I was getting from the projection.  So, I 
pulled out my two Ice Lights and put them behind the model slightly for a cool light pattern on 
model face.  Also, found that the background where the extra faces were going to burn in 
needed to be dark.  When I tested this myself, I just selected a dark image and had no 
problems.  However, when I was shooting with the model day of the shoot, the projection 
image we selected had a lot of light color to it.  So, my solution was to include my shadow as 
the photographer behind the tripod as the darkness that allowed the 2 extra faces to burn in 
and be seen easier.  What was super cool about that, is I am part of the story in this image.  

Burning in the faces with light took some time to figure out. However, I did test it the night 
before on myself and found that using my icelights I could point my face in each direction for 3
seconds each side to adequately burn the faces in.  I had the model move to the right for 3 
seconds and then to the left for a count of 3 seconds durning my 6 second long exposure day 
of the shoot.  She has a lot of hair, so I did have to have her stretch her body forward quite a 
bit to see her face outside of her hair.  Model had to move quickly between the sides and try 
to stay still as much as possible since my camera was still recording the light.



This light set up described above is for the tripod shot only.  All the other images were shot 
using ambient light provided by the projector and my Ice Lights.  The light setting for the 
ambient light shots in studio were ISO 1000 shutter speed 1/125th using my Nikkor 85mm at 
f/3.5.

The white shots were shot for the makeup and hair artists and that technique will be for 
another tutorial.  These shots were taken so that other collaborators had a clean shot they 
could use to show their work on social media/etc.

To view the other images taken using ambient light please visit my site Jamie Solorio.  I am 
working on a weekly test each week and 'plan' on writing tutorials for these tests.  They can 
be found over at RealFake Magazine, which is a publication that myself and Robin Fator have
created for creatives to share work and learn from one another.

http://jamiesolorio.com/2017/01/10/self/

https://www.realfakemagazine.com/

Collaborators

Model Julia Chaney.

Hair Amanda Fator.

Makeup Jen Siquerios.

Jewelry Dark Pony Designs.

Camera Settings for the 3 Face Image
Nikon D4 using 35mm 1.8 at F/16 ISO 100 6.0 second exposure
Skinny Joe 5.4
Beauty Dish 6.0
Ice Lights 6 and High both with Red Gel
Projector Optima on Pause
Watched Video Cranes in the Sky by Solange on Youtube via my Roku
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0qrinhNnOM

Diagram for Studio Light Set Up

http://jamiesolorio.com/2017/01/10/self/
https://www.realfakemagazine.com/
http://jamiesolorio.com/2017/01/10/self/
https://www.realfakemagazine.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0qrinhNnOM
http://www.bestbuy.com/site/optoma-1080p-3d-dlp-projector-black/5506719.p?skuId=5506719&ref=212&loc=1&ksid=be7ec460-bed9-4586-9261-c94a385e9b7b&ksprof_id=16&ksaffcode=pg106162&ksdevice=c&gclid=Cj0KEQiAzNfDBRD2xKrO4pSnnOkBEiQAbzzeQdIaUuL8vVllW_LfBE6IOeDGXNQUA8vS5ww8qiZZWd0aAiJ98P8HAQ
https://www.instagram.com/darkponydesigns/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/jensiq1/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/amandafator/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/julia_chaney/?hl=en




Hair Inspiration



Make-Up Inspiration



Jewelry Inspiration

Dark Pony Designs
https://www.etsy.com/shop/darkponydesigns?ref=l2-shopheader-name

https://www.etsy.com/shop/darkponydesigns?ref=l2-shopheader-name


Test Night Before with Burning Light and using Beaty Dish to Freeze Face



Notes Before Shoot for Self and Team
Not sure if anyone would find this useful or not

• Concept, play with new projection machine I just recieved
• See University for idea using projector

• Jeremy Cowart examples of what he created with his projection http://jeremycowart.com/2014/09/ fleurie/
• I want blur in my pictures, but want model to be in focus-think need big strobes to pop off at low power-

need to test
• thinking beauty dish for face and a rear light for rim?  IDK  need to test
• want a pretty decent depth of field to show eyes and necklaces from Dark Pony Designs in focus maybe 

f/4 or higher would be great- have to test
• eyes super gold and/or Reds/Burgundy and some shimmer?  

 https://www.pinterest.com/pin/112801165642405231/
 https://www.pinterest.com/pin/123145371037932688/ without dots all 
over https://www.pinterest.com/pin/11259067788981141/   
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/566327721870181179/
 https://www.pinterest.com/pin/307159637071028379/  - see examples below

• background for projection-something to matches the crystals in necklace-like mountain range or picture of 
her over herself

• hair inspiration  https://www.pinterest.com/pin/424534702357813882/ 
 https://www.pinterest.com/pin/116108496617619765/
  https://www.pinterest.com/pin/178666310195089243/  
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/176203404149387023/

• shots-3/4 body (story shot) and upper body necklace shot (detail of necklace) and face shot (for 
makeup/hair artist) - 3 shot goal after can play if we want.  I might want to just make it as fast as possible

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/176203404149387023/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/178666310195089243/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/116108496617619765/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/424534702357813882/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/307159637071028379/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/566327721870181179/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/11259067788981141/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/123145371037932688/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/112801165642405231/
http://jeremycowart.com/2014/09/fleurie/
https://seeuniversity.com/
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